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Figure 1: A two-dimensional model explaining user interactions in Ubiquitous Research Preservation (URP) systems (Model 1). 

ABSTRACT 
Research preservation is a pillar for knowledge transfer, science 
reproducibility and saving time by reusing existing resources. How-
ever, human compliance with efcient capturing strategies is a key 
barrier to creating complete scientifc repositories. To circumvent 
this issue, we introduce the term: Ubiquitous Research Preservation 
(URP), describing automated knowledge capturing and retrieval in 
computational science. We also propose a framework composed 
of three models for designing URP systems (URPS) to 1) under-
stand users’ interaction and data governance, 2) propose technical 
pipelines for data management, and 3) understand users’ sharing 
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practices. Our work is a theoretical refection on our past experi-
ences in designing URPS. We plan future evaluation by using the 
framework to analyze existing URPS. We expect a positive impact 
from using URPS on researchers’ sense-making and ability to share 
fndings and resources. Our framework is a checklist for design 
decisions needed to build successful URPS. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Preserving and sharing knowledge is an integral part of scientifc re-
search. Prior work has shown that ubiquitous logging of knowledge 
workers’ routines can aid in performance assessments, spurring a 
sense of productivity, and providing an opportunity for refection 
and process optimization [6]. Additionally, such logs act as memory 
prosthesis reminding the worker of their workfow, saving time 
and energy spent in understanding and/or rebuilding existing sys-
tems (e.g. [15, 19]). Moreover, they can be used to transfer sparse 
knowledge to others forming an augmented educational system 
(e.g. [5, 20, 21]). 

In this paper, we focus on the context of knowledge preservation 
in computational and data-driven sciences (KPS), known as the third 
and fourth paradigm of science [18]. The aforementioned benefts 
apply to researchers as they are considered knowledge workers. 
The special nature of research as a context for knowledge preser-
vation is predominant in four scenarios: 1) longitudinal work, 2) 
documenting unyielding approaches, 3) data protection laws, and 
4) research reproducibility. Firstly, research projects are often revis-
ited in a longitudinal manner due to the longer publishing cycles 
and/or passed to students to extend them. However, interpreting 
larger code bases over longer periods of time is a major problem 
[27]. Secondly, positive results are usually favoured in scientifc 
publications over unyielding attempts. Thus, logs can ofer alterna-
tive archives to save future resources from repeating such attempts 
and/or simplify building upon them. Thirdly, research data is often 
strictly governed by data protection laws from several albeit com-

peting stakeholders such as research institutes, funding agencies, 
local laws in hosting countries. Fourthly, there is a trend calling for 
providing supplementary material to support research reproducibil-
ity (e.g. reproducible research data movement to provide data and 
code of experiments [8], and [9, 25]). 

Automated preservation is handy in the context of computational 
and data-driven sciences as prior work recommended documenting 
the workfow of scientifc processes rather than only supplementary 
data [1, 27]. Additionally, Tanaka et al.[29] also identifed problems 
in documentation-centric tasks such as: organizing growing num-

ber of resources, and recalling the relevant documents to particular 
work situations. This can be partially circumvented by automated 
data captures. Feger et al. [11] showed that values like extensive 
communication and uncertainty about the ownership of resources 
are essential to consider while designing automated systems pre-
serving research. They also proved a user need for automation of 
preservation. 

While there is rich literature about design models for personal 
informatics systems (e.g. [4, 17]), there is sparsity in ones specif-
cally targeting the unique aforementioned challenges of KPS. There 
are also several on-going eforts to document best practices for 
archiving experiments and scientifc work (e.g. [27] and digital col-
lections guidelines by University of Illianos1). However, they aim 
to regulate the researcher’s practices rather than ofer guidelines to 
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design automated systems. To this end, we complement prior work 
and present two contributions in this position paper: 

(1) We coin and defne the term “Ubiquitous Research Preserva-
tion” (URP). 

(2) We propose three models for designing URP systems cover-
ing the design cycle. The frst models the user governance 
and interaction with the digital artefacts. The second covers 
a technical pipelines for building URP systems, i.e. the data 
management. The third and last model is about data sharing. 
The three models together form our proposed framework 
for designing systems for research preservation. 

Our work summarizes our experience in designing URP systems 
(such as [6, 11–14, 16]). The proposed framework is not meant as a 
comprehensive tool ftting any design problem. On the contrary, 
this work is a starting point to ignite discussions about creating 
frameworks for the special area of research preservation. It aids 
designers in building tools to support on going endeavours for 
research preservation and replication. 

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 
In this section, we frst provide an overview from prior work about 
features identifed as essential for successful automation of research 
preservation. Current literature hints towards the value of research 
preservation for: scientist’s own refection; supporting training; and 
the reproducibility of research. Thus, we shortly provide examples 
for those use cases under the lens of preservation in computation 
and data-based sciences. 

2.1 Features of Automated Systems for 
Research Preservation 

The design and study of tools that support researchers in document-

ing knowledge has a long tradition in Human-Computer Interaction 
(HCI) and Computer-Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW). As dig-
ital technologies became prevalent, research focused on enhancing 
or replacing traditional, physical lab notebooks with electronic 
ones. Studying the use of a hybrid laboratory notebook, Tabard et 
al. [28] found that "when trying to complete a task, users clearly do 
not want to focus on the process of capturing information". Yet, they 
also noted that automated mechanisms can be intrusive and that 
users need to be in control of the recording and sharing. Oleksik 
et al. [26] reported on their observational study on electronic lab 
notebooks (ELN). They found that the fexibility of digital media 
can lead to much less precision during experiment recording and 
that "freezing" parts of the record might be necessary. The authors 
also stressed that "ELN environments need to incorporate automatic 
or semi- automatic features that are supported by sophisticated tech-
nologies [...]." However, it is generally not very clear how automated 
recording and need for control can play together. 

Kery et al. [22] reported on a study of literate programming tools 
conducted with data scientists. They asked scientists to think about 
"a magical perfect record of every analysis run [...]". Participants cre-
ated queries where they "referred to many kinds of contextual details, 
including libraries used, output, plots, data sources, [...]." Participants 
described their inability to fnd prior analyses and illustrated con-
sequences. The authors found that in literate programming tools, 
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"version control is currently poor enough that records of prior itera-
tions often do not exist". These results also conform with the fndings 
from another relevant knowledge domain, that is documentation 
work. In their experiments, Tanaka et al.[29] found a need for intu-
itive ways to efciently recall the location of deliverable fles based 
on the work situation. 

Feger et al. [12] found that that motivation is a key element in 
technology design and that even gameful interactions can create 
motivation in highly skilled environments. Additionally, Feger et 
al. [11] recommended the usage of domain-specifc templates to 
support analysts in automating preservation and verifcation of 
their research. Prior work also highlights conficting factors like 
privacy and control. 

2.2 Benefts of Research Preservation 
2.2.1 Aiding Recall, Sensemaking and Reflection. Tabard et al. [28] 
report on their studies of a hybrid laboratory notebook that they 
used as a technology probe with biologists. They illustrate the 
importance of refection in the scientifc process and highlight how 
access to preserved information can support researchers in their 
refection. They further stress that the presentation format greatly 
impacts this process. Redundant information appearing again and 
again help "scientists understand how their thoughts have evolved 
over time." Thus, the availability and information review can help 
to gain new insights and support creativity. 

2.2.2 Impact on Research Reproducibility. The efort needed to pre-
serve and share experimental data has been identifed as one of the 
core contributors to the observed reproducibility challenge [2]. And 
even though preservation and sharing of digital artifacts is rather 
easy, reproducibility of computational studies remain a concern 
[9, 27]. For example, Echtler et al. [9] show that only 21 out of 
1027 papers in “CHI 2016”2 

released their source code although the 
papers that used open source code is fve-fold that number. While 
current data and code repositories provide a powerful means to 
preserve and share work, they capture only snapshots and do not 
record entire processes. Recording and potentially sharing work as 
a sum of changes can become feasible, if we implement automated 
recording strategies. In addition, this will allow distribution of fur-
ther context information. Preserving for example meta-data about 
the computational setup like runtime confgurations and architec-
ture, we can provide information relevant for full reproducibility 
that are not commonly available. 

2.2.3 Supporting Education and Training. Oleksik et al. [26] studied 
use of an ELN in a teaching research organization. They illustrate 
researchers’ desire to complement guidance by their peers and su-
pervisors with a system that recommends relevant resources during 
experiment design and execution. Basis for such recommendations 
could be the organization’s documented and preserved experiments. 
Further opening preserved resources can proft education and en-
able replication studies from which researchers can learn [30]. 

2
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3 DEFINITION OF “UBIQUITOUS RESEARCH 
PRESERVATION” 

Preservation in computation science refers to the documentation 
of computational resources essential in demonstrating evidence; 
either for internal or external purposes. Those resources include 
data, data-processing software, results, meta-data that describe the 
computational setup, and the scientifc workfow. Resources’ stor-
age must not be predeterminedly limited at the time of recording. 
Ubiquitous Research Preservation (URP) refers to the machine-

supported scientifc knowledge recording and preservation pro-
cess of computational workfows. URP technology initiates and/or 
controls partial or complete process capturing. URP systems are 
a unique use case crossing the borders between personal infor-
matics systems (PIS) and memory prostheses (MP). PIS primarily 
focus on refection and behavioural change, while MP generally 
targets memory alterations be it augmentation (like URP systems) 
or reformations [10]. 

We contrast the scope of the URP term with the relevant but 
diferent pervasive digitization [27] term. Pervasive digitization is 
a bigger umbrella focusing on all processes related to conducting 
research involving participants and researchers alike. This includes 
creating architectures and systems for continuous data collections 
from participants for example. On the other hand, URP primarily 
focuses only on the researcher’s narrative and on documenting 
their workfows to assist them and their future successors. 

4 FRAMEWORK DESIGN 
We borrow from the rich literature about designing personal in-
formatics systems and memory prostheses to propose a technical 
pipeline for implementing such systems. Models in prior work typ-
ically fall under two categories: (1) describing user processes and 
interactions, and (2) describing steps for technical implementation. 
Similarly, we also propose below two models representing each cat-
egory in addition to a model for understanding sharing practices 
of the data. The three models together form our framework. 

4.1 Model 1: User-Centric Interaction Model 
We present a two-dimensional model for explaining the user’s in-
teraction with the system to maintain data governance and control. 
Figure 1 provides an overview. 

(1) Initiative: Nominates the entity responsible for initiating a 
preservation process. 
• User-Initiated: The researcher initiates and controls the 
preservation process on-demand. 

• Machine-Initiated: The machine initiates and controls 
processes. Decisions might be based on: workfow knowl-
edge; pre-confgured domain rules; and / or user-confgured 
rules. 

(2) Resource Awareness: Tackles the researchers’ awareness 
about the selected resources for preservation. 
• Conscious: Only those resources are preserved and shared 
which are actively selected by the user. 

• Unaware: The user has no direct control over the re-
sources that are preserved and shared. However, they 
might have previously set rules for this process. 
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Figure 2: Four-stage pipeline for developing Ubiquitous Research Preservation (URP) Systems (Model 2). 

4.2 Model 2: Technical Pipeline for Building 
URP Systems 

We selected four models from the literature commonly used to 
develop personal informatics and lifelogging systems. Figure 2 
summarizes the models and the deduction process leading to the 
proposed model. 

(1) Li’s model [24] The model is for designing personal infor-
matics systems. It has fve stages: 1) motivation, where the 
user decides the reason for lifelogging and what to collect, 
2) collection, where the actual data is gathered, 3) integra-
tion, where the raw data is transformed into information, 4) 
refection, where the user relates the presented information 
to their behavior, and fnally 5) action, where the behavioral 
change occurs. 

(2) Dingler’s model [7] The model is for designing memory 
augmentation systems. It has three stages: 1) capturing of 
memory cues, 2) extraction of memory cues, where the se-
lection of a limited amount of cues happens to maximize 
the quality of memory enhancement, and 3) presentation 
of memory cues, where the user interacts with the selected 
cues. 

(3) Chen’s model [3] A similar model to Dingler’s model [7]. 
However, the order of the stages is diferent. It also has three 
stages: (1) presentation of information similar to Dingler’s 
third stage, (2) capturing of data similar to Dingler’s frst 
stage, and (3) retrieval of information referring to the cura-
tion and selection process of the cues similar to Dingler’s 
second stage. 

(4) Lee’s model [23] The model has three stages as well: (1) 
capturing the data, (2) processing the data, and (3) accessing 
the data. The stages also resemble Chen’s model but the 
order is reversed. 

The proposed model (see Figure 2) is composed of four layers 
inspired by the aforementioned literature. The memory cues are 
collected in the capture layer, banked in the storage layer, then 

shown to the user in the presentation layer. At each layer, the data 
is processed, important cues are selected, and all data is protected, 
forming the infrastructure layer. 

We extend the existing literature by: 1) consolidating diferent 
models into one, 2) separating the “infrastructure” layer so that 
it is operational in all other layers, and 3) explicitly introducing 
the “storage” layer. This is particularly relevant to URP systems 
due to the massive amounts of generated data that pose signifcant 
storage and governance challenges. We chose to remove the layers 
of “motivation” and “action” despite their relevance to the context 
because the model’s focus is the technical aspects rather than the 
full design cycle. 

4.3 Model 3: Understanding Sharing Practices 
and Stakeholders 

Work information captured within URP is a form of memories. We 
propose a mental model to understand sharing practices inspired 
by memory prostheses. Within the context of this manuscript, it 
could aid designers in: (1) negotiating data governance models, 
(2) identifying privacy and security threats from sharing specifc 
content, and (3) evaluate the truthfulness / completeness of captured 
information. We discuss three dimensions (see Figure 3): 

(1) Discoverability Memories are human captures of life events. 
Individual memories refer to events happening to the person 
alone without witnesses. Witnessed memories refer to events 
that have bystanders or contributors. Bystanders are pas-
sive witnesses like colleagues who accidentally hear work 
conversations in an ofce. Contributors are others who are 
part of the event, like co-authors in a scientifc experiment. 
Individual memories are harder to objectively verify without 
ubiquitous interventions. 

(2) Perspective Personal memories are memories as recalled 
by an individual even if they happened in a group. Group 
memories are the collective details remembered about an 
incident by a group of people. Personal memories and group 
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Figure 3: Mental model for sharing practices of knowledge in URP systems (Model 3). 

memories might not align about the same incident. For ex-
ample, narrating the meeting minutes and fow of a meeting 
might difer between diferent attendees. 

(3) Audience Memories and their corresponding documenta-

tion could be private (i.e. accessible only to people who 
experienced it), shared semi-publicly within a limited group 
of people that did not necessarily experience the incident, 
or shared publicly within wider audience. In the sharing 
scenarios, the audience might have access only to the nar-
rative of the sharer. This poses a challenge in verifying the 
truthfulness and completeness of the shared knowledge. Ad-
ditionally, there are concerns about giving up leverage of 
having specialized domain knowledge. An example is a re-
searcher working individually on a project and handing it 
over to new researchers. The quality of the hand over is 
limited by the authenticity of the selectively captured then 
shared information. 

5 RESEARCH CHALLENGES, LIMITATIONS 
AND OPPORTUNITIES 

Besides the common challenges of ubiquitous logging systems such 
as usefulness of collected data and control over captured content, 
we expand here on some challenges and opportunities special to 
the context of URP technologies: 

Generalizability of templates URP technology will proft from 
in-depth knowledge of research work in order to efciently 
record, discover and present information. The same applies 
rule-based research preservation. Yet, researchers and espe-
cially research domains difer from one another, making the 
development of general tools difcult. Thus, development 
and deployment of assistive technology across heteroge-
neous environments needs to be further researched. Research 

questions include: How can technology assess researchers’ 
practices, needs and integrate into their workfows? Can we 
create accessible templates based on learned and confrmed 
structures? How does technology adapt to scientifc novelty 
and creativity? 

Designing storage banks Users are still apprehensive about 
investing in-storage solutions from near-continuous cap-
turing devices, particularly in unaware machine-initiated 
scenarios. The captured data has a massive digital footprint. 
Current solutions do not ofer immediate value to users to 
justify the storage costs. An example is that one-month data 
of pictorial lifelogs captured the computer screen every 30 
seconds consumes approximately 30 Gigabytes3. This can 
easily translate to massive monetary losses to create data 
banks. Thus, designers are encouraged to invest in compress-

ing the data, particularly in memory augmentation systems. 
Reducing reviewing overload The reviewing process of larger 

datasets remains overwhelming. One technique to review 
such data sets is parallel reviewing where abstract snapshots 
of several information cues are presented together (e.g. see-
ing several scientifc papers on a larger screen). Reducing 
the presentation size of a single cue is crucial in parallel 
reviewing to avoid overloading the user. We recommend 
designers identify early on in their systems the sweet spot 
that masks most of the details while highlighting the salient 
features. Additionally, smaller grouping units like pages help 
users in building a mental model of the data to reach meta 
conclusions such as time spent on a task. 

We acknowledge a limitation of our work as the proposed frame-

work is not evaluated yet. However, it is a rather refective synthesis 
of the wide expertise of the authors designing relevant systems. We 

3
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plan however to evaluate it in the future qualitatively through a 
literature review, where we use the proposed framework to catego-
rize the existing systems and using inductive coding to add missing 
parameters. 

6 CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we spark discussions on machine-automated preser-
vation in computation-based science. We introduce the concept of 
Ubiquitous Research Preservation (URP). Additionally, we presented 
a framework composed of three models for data governance, man-

agement and sharing. We expect URP to make a positive impact on 
researchers’ ability to refect on past processes, to provide suitable 
training material and to improve the reproducibility of their work. 
Yet, we do not intend to oversimplify complex use cases. Preser-
vation is a frst step towards supporting those, but it is not the 
only requirement. For example, the decision to share resources in 
order to improve research reproducibility does not only depend on 
the efort to preserve data, but on various other factors, including 
competition and privacy policies. 

Our research focuses on computational and data-driven scientifc 
domains, as automated, machine-supported knowledge preserva-
tion promises to best map experimental processes and relevant 
resources. Yet, as all science became to varying degrees connected 
to computation, we expect URP to proft scientifc domains beyond 
computational and data-driven science. 
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